STUDIES IN THE SOCIAL HISTORY OF MEDICINE

In recent years, the social history of medicine has become recognized as a major field of historical enquiry. Aspects of health, disease, and medical care now attract the attention not only of social historians but also of researchers in a broad spectrum of historical and social science disciplines. The Society for the Social History of Medicine, founded in 1969, is an interdisciplinary body, based in Great Britain but international in membership. It exists to forward a wide-ranging view of the history of medicine, concerned equally with biological aspects of normal life, experience of and attitudes to illness, medical thought and treatment, and systems of medical care. Although frequently bearing on current issues, this interpretation of the subject makes primary reference to historical context and contemporary priorities. The intention is not to promote a sub-specialism but to conduct research according to the standards and intelligibility required of history in general. The Society publishes a journal, Social History of Medicine, and holds at least three conferences a year. Its series, Studies in the Social History of Medicine, does not represent publication of its proceedings, but comprises volumes on selected themes, often arising out of conferences but subsequently developed by the editors.
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ORPHANS AS GUINEA PIGS

American children and medical experimenters, 1890–1930

Susan E. Lederer

In the decades between 1870 and 1930 the social and economic value of children in American society underwent a profound transformation. The sentimentalization of children and the greater sensitivity to child mortality contributed to campaigns to promote child welfare, to the creation of a number of specialized institutions to enhance the physical and emotional well-being of American children, and to the development of a new medical specialty, paediatrics. The commitment to child health also spurred physicians to undertake research that involved the use of both sick and healthy children, many of whom were inmates of orphanages or public hospitals, as experimental subjects. This chapter examines the use of children in medical research in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Although institutionalized children were more likely than their more prosperous counterparts to be reported as subjects of medical experiments, I will argue that physicians’ decisions to experiment on these populations reflected the intersection of competing professional obligations and personal commitments, rather than the uncomplicated exploitation of accessible children.

One revealing source of information on professional attitudes toward experimentation with children is the controversy in the first two decades of the twentieth century over non-therapeutic human experimentation or ‘human vivisection.’ In response to criticism from American anti-vivisectionists and vivisection reformers, for whom the ‘vivisection of children’ was the inevitable result of medical science grounded in animal experimentation, several paediatric experimenters offered explicit justifications for their use of institutionalized children in clinical trials of new vaccines and diagnostic tests. All parties active in the debate over vivisection agreed in theory on the necessity of therapeutic human experimentation in which experiments were performed with the expectation of benefiting individual patients. In practice, however, the distinction between therapeutic experiments and non-therapeutic research protocols designed to enhance medical knowledge proved problematic. Discussions about trials of new vaccines and diagnostic tests reveal the considerable ambiguity that invested both professional and public responses to using ‘orphans as guinea pigs.’

Paediatric experimentation, both therapeutic and non-therapeutic, was more extensive than some historians have allowed. Some experiments in which children participated involved substantial risks, yet to assume that physicians were unconcerned with risks is mistaken. Evaluation of risk and discomfort from untried drugs and procedures and the potential of therapeutic benefit were critical considerations for most physicians. In some cases experimenters misconstrued the nature of the risks and dangers for child participants. In the development of vaccines, for example, a major focus of research in this period, physicians sometimes exposed children to greater risks from the vaccine than the potential risk of acquiring the disease in the institution. As in the introduction of the Salk vaccine for polio in the 1950s, investigators were not always the best judges of the safety and efficacy of a biological product.

//Experimentation with child subjects did not begin in the late nineteenth century. Perhaps one of the most famous incidents in the history of American medicine, the introduction of variolation for smallpox, involved initial testing on children. In 1721, at the instigation of the Puritan divine Cotton Mather, Zabdiel Boylston first attempted variolation against smallpox on those close at hand, his six-year-old son and his two slaves. After three weeks, presumably satisfied with the success of the procedure, Boylston variolated his second son.

Smallpox outbreaks provided the occasion for continued experimentation with institutionalized children. In the introduction of vaccination with cowpox for smallpox, children in almshouses and the offspring of physicians were again among the first to receive the vaccine. When Benjamin Waterhouse, who played a leading role in the introduction of vaccination in the United States, received his initial shipment of vaccine from London, he first administered it to his own son. In Philadelphia in 1802 when smallpox again visited the city, Thomas C. James, accoucheur to the almshouse, tested the Jennerian vaccine on forty-eight of the children under his care. He later challenged their
immunity to the disease by inoculating the same children with smallpox. Similar, but unsuccessful, attempts were made to immunize children against another childhood disease, measles. In 1905 Ludwig Hektoen, director of the McCormick Institute for Infectious Diseases in Chicago, reported at least three attempts by American physicians to produce immunity from the disease. The earliest case instanced a Rhode Island physician who in 1799 inoculated 'three young persons in his circle'; the other two cases involved physicians charged with the care of orphans. Nathaniel Chapman, who in medical studies abroad learned of attempts to produce immunity from measles, returned home and undertook a series of investigations in 1801 with children at the Philadelphia Almshouse. Chapman attempted in vain to inoculate children with blood, tears, and the material from skin eruptions of other children already infected with measles. Indeed, Chapman's lack of success in infecting children with the disease led him to conclude that measles was in fact non-contagious.

Five decades later a Chicago physician made a series of measles inoculations involving children from the local orphan asylum where a measles outbreak had erupted. Using blood drawn from children already ill with measles, John E. M'Geer inoculated three children in the asylum. When these children developed mild cases of measles, M'Geer proceeded with additional injections, concluding that inoculation was effective in producing a milder case of measles than the children would have experienced otherwise during the epidemic.

M'Geer's services to the two Chicago orphan asylums reflected a new pattern of social organization in the middle decades of the nineteenth century. Beginning in the 1830s, the number of institutions devoted to the care of children grew rapidly throughout the United States. Although children had received care in the general almshouses, orphan asylums were virtually unknown in the eighteenth century. Concern about the high mortality of infants and young children in the general almshouses (in some institutions as high as 80 per cent) led social reformers and philanthropists to create foundling homes and hospitals to care for both indigent mothers and their offspring.

Childhood itself became a locus of meliorist energies at mid-century. In the face of changes wrought by urbanization and industrialization, reformers and philanthropists looked to carefully designed institutions they hoped would re-educate the children of depraved, intemperate, and impoverished parents. In addition to caring for the spiritual needs of children, many child-saving institutions secured the services of an attending physician to see to the children's medical needs. Some medical superintendents, confronted with the challenges of group care and opportunities for systematic testing, reported the results of modest experiments with their young charges. These reports reflected both the nascent interest in numerical methods and the on-going conflicts between medical sectarians that characterized mid-century medical practice. Concerns about the large numbers of children on urban streets and the poor quality of life for children in the almshouses continued to make construction of orphanages a priority for many social reformers. Although Charles Loring Brace's New York Children's Aid Society began in 1854 to send economically productive children to farms in New York and the Middle Western states, younger children and children whose poor health made them unattractive candidates for foster care remained a source of concern. Beginning in mid-century, philanthropists and physicians jointly established the first children's hospitals in the United States. Concentrated primarily in the north-eastern United States, these specialized medical facilities, like other nineteenth-century hospitals, initially embodied the desires of reformers to provide moral training, as well as medical care, for the poor.

Paediatric hospitals also provided physicians with both opportunities to study the diseases of children and occasions to secure appointments as hospital physicians. As Charles E. Rosenberg has argued, in an era before formal clinical training and board certification, hospital appointments offered invaluable experience and a means of entry into an urban clinical elite. Hospitals moreover permitted a concentration of paediatric patients that offered physicians the opportunity to pursue studies of children and their diseases. Although interest in clinical studies reflected the aspirations of only a small segment of the American medical profession, these elite physicians increasingly dominated professional discourse through the establishment of specialty societies and the reorganization of medical education.

In exchange for the charitable benevolence of wealthy patrons and elite physicians, patients in nineteenth-century hospitals served as 'clinical material' for physicians and medical students. Edward Atwater has observed, 'teaching was, almost without exception, one
of the reasons physicians gave for promoting hospitals. Physicists offered their services in part for the privilege of bringing medical students along for instruction. Indeed medical schools emphasized their access to interesting and 'abundant clinical material' in hospitals and dispensaries as a means of drawing students. Hospital managers also exploited the educational possibilities in campaigns for funds. The Boston Children's Hospital (established in 1869) attracted wealthy supporters by appeals to the 'double interest' for patrons in the institution: 'not only on account of the great benefit it will confer on its little inmates, but also because of the advantages it offers for the study of special diseases by which their offspring may be afflicted'. However, using patients for the purposes of teaching was not always unproblematic. Although conflicts between physicians and lay managers of hospitals periodically erupted over the instrumental use of patients, many physicians and hospital administrators agreed that in the United States patients were rarely subjected to the abuses suffered by patients at the hands of German physicians.

Just as there was friction between the hospital's teaching function and its role in providing patient care, the pursuit of research and the care of patients in the hospital were seen as potentially in conflict. In his 1886 Boylston Prize essay, a Boston physician C. F. Withington identified some problems and solutions in the use of hospitals for both education and research. Patients, he suggested, might have to serve as subjects in therapeutic experiments, given the uncertain state of medical knowledge. These same patients, he argued, had the right to expect immunity from non-therapeutic experiments in which benefit for themselves was not anticipated. He acknowledged that enthusiastic physicians occasionally violated the rights of hospital patients. Indeed his discussion was a response to an 'egregious usurpation' involving two English physicians, Sydney Ringer and William Murrell, who administered a number of drugs to hospital patients in order to study their reactions to purified dosages of commonly prescribed medications. Withington's objections to the English trials stemmed from the discomfort and pain suffered by the patients, who received the medications without their knowledge or permission.

Withington conceded that not all researches involved discomfort or danger for patients. In cases in which a physician wished to obtain, for example, such benign information as thermometer readings or the normal conditions of the reflexes, he maintained that performing such measurements without permission was unobjectionable: 'If the physician were to ask these things as a favor, few, if any, patients would refuse him, and if as a matter of convenience he takes them as a right, no harm was done.' In Withington's view, the obligation to do no harm to patients took precedence over all other considerations. When discomfort or harm did not pose a problem, physicians were free to pursue their enquiries.

Many American physicians shared this distinction between acceptable and unacceptable non-therapeutic experimentation, at least in theory. In cases in which the benefit was not intended for the individual patient involved, risk avoidance assumed priority, even in instances in which patients permitted experimental procedures known to possess substantial risks. However, in at least some cases, the fact that a previously untried procedure or drug would subsequently prove to be harmless (and valuable) was sufficient to exonerate a physician from charges of misconduct. One of the most discussed examples of paediatric experimentation at the turn of the century illustrates the considerable ambiguity that characterized interpretations of appropriate use of children as subjects of medical research.

In August 1896 Arthur Howard Wentworth, a recent graduate of the Harvard Medical School and outpatient physician to the Children's Hospital in Boston, reported results from forty-five lumbar punctures on infants and children. Wentworth explained that he first performed the operation of tapping the spinal canal on a child with a questionable case of tuberculous meningitis. Although the child proved free of disease, she responded unfavourably to the puncture, leading Wentworth to suspect that the spinal tap was not as harmless as many believed. He then resolved to attempt 'control experiments on normal cases', explaining:

The diagnostic value of puncture of the subarachnoid space is so evident that I considered myself justified in incurring some risk in order to settle the question of its danger. If it proved to be harmless, then one need not wait until a patient becomes moribund before resorting to it.

He subsequently withdrew spinal fluid from twenty-nine children ranging in age from a few months to a few years, concluding that although 'the momentary pain of the puncture' caused children occasionally to shrink back and cry out, the procedure itself was harmless and would prove to be a useful diagnostic tool. The fact that Wentworth's prediction about the clinical utility of lumbar
puncture proved accurate should not obscure the uncertainties and risks that confronted physicians in 1896.29

Wentworth presented his results to both the Suffolk County Medical Society and the American Pediatric Society in 1896 where he received encouraging responses. Publication of the article, however, provoked an angry editorial in the Philadelphia Polyclinic. John B. Roberts labelled Wentworth's procedures 'human vivisection', reminding his readers:

It must be remembered that there were no therapeutic indications for the operation such as often lead us to justify and properly adopt operative treatment, the positive value of which is still undetermined. These operations were purely and avowedly experimental.30

Roberts rebuked Wentworth for using hospitalized children without explaining his plan to their mothers or gaining their permission, and thus fostering fear of hospitals, a prejudice he identified as already deeply rooted among the poor.

Wentworth's experimental procedures and, perhaps more importantly, Roberts' criticism of the lumbar punctures did not escape the attention of anti-vivisectionists and vivisection reformers. Although the relationship between human and animal experimentation may seem obscure today, late nineteenth-century animal protectionists saw the two as intimately, if not causally, related.31 Opponents of unrestricted animal experimentation insisted that protracted exposure to animal vivisection blunted compassion for human beings. Frequently cited was the warning by an Illinois jurist, A. N. Waterman: 'To whomsoever, in the cause of science, the agony of a dying rabbit is of no consequence, it is likely that the old or worthless man will soon be a thing which in the cause of learning may well be sacrificed.32 Anti-vivisectionists warned that it was a short step from the animal kennels to the hospital charity wards where unsuspecting patients would be used in experiments.33

In October 1897 at the annual meeting of the American Humane Association, Albert Tracy Leffingwell, a prominent advocate of vivisection reform, warned the delegates that human vivisection, the use of human beings in non-therapeutic experiments without their knowledge or consent, had already begun.34 Although his concern was provoked by the work of an Italian physician G. Sanarelli, whose inoculations of five people with the purported bacillus of yellow fever also prompted censure by William Osler, Leffingwell identified two American examples of human vivisection, including Wentworth's experiments at the Children's Hospital.35

In preparation for a hearing on proposed legislation to restrict experimentation involving animals in the District of Columbia, the American Humane Association in 1899 circulated a pamphlet on human vivisection in which Wentworth's 'vivisections of children' figured prominently.36 In addition to Sanarelli's yellow fever experiments and the lumbar punctures, the circular described nine experiments involving children in institutions in Hawaii, England (Ringer and Murrell), Austria, Germany and Sweden. Perhaps the most notorious case involved a Swedish physician. When Dr Jansen of the Charity Hospital in Stockholm began experiments with 'black smallpox pus' he preferred to use calves, which were only obtainable at considerable cost. He reported that it was cheaper to use the children at a local foundlings' home.37

Together with newspaper accounts of experiments involving children in European hospitals, the Senate hearings and charges of 'murder in the name of science' compelled several prominent physicians to respond.38 Alarmed by publicity generated by charges of child vivisection and fearful that such attention would lead to restrictions on animal experimentation like those enacted in Great Britain, several leading Boston physicians met to discuss the Wentworth situation. Wentworth had been scheduled to testify at a legislative hearing in Boston on animal experimentation, but he did not appear. None of his colleagues publicly defended the research, and Wentworth resigned quietly from Harvard, though he did retain his post at the Children's and Infants' Hospitals.39

Wentworth's explicit identification of the lumbar puncture procedures as experiments involving 'normal cases' made him a notable target for anti-vivisectionist criticism. In the next two decades, such prominent anti-vivisectionists as Caroline Earle White, president of the American Anti-Vivisection Society, and Diana Belais, president of the New York Anti-Vivisection Society, continued to accuse the Boston paediatrician of human vivisection and to censure the medical profession for not joining in their condemnation of his work. Notable for her histrionic garrulity, Belais went so far as to accuse Wentworth of causing the deaths by spinal puncture of the children under his care.40

Misrepresentation of Wentworth's experiments and the recognition that the lumbar punctures embodied potentially influential propaganda for the anti-vivisectionist cause led William Williams
Keen, a Philadelphia surgeon long active in defence of research activities, to defend Wentworth on several occasions. Encouraged by the case of William Bayliss, a British physiologist who won a libel suit against an anti-vivisectionist, Keen urged Wentworth to consider legal action against Caroline White and the Journal of Zoophilic. When Wentworth declined this suggestion, Keen also wrote to John B. Roberts, author of the editorial ubiquitously cited in human vivisection tracts that criticized the lumbar punctures, asking whether the proven safety and efficacy of the procedure had modulated his views about Wentworth. Roberts, though sympathetic to the request of his former teacher, regretfully declined to retract his criticism.

Although Wentworth explicitly used ‘normal cases’ to verify the safety of an untested procedure, lumbar puncture proved to be both safe and effective for diagnostic purposes. The fact that Wentworth did not harm his patients counted heavily in his favour, even though it was not a therapeutic procedure. Whereas physicians and most anti-vivisectionists agreed that experiments conducted to benefit an individual patient were not only ethical but necessary to continued progress in medicine, the separations between the acquisition of new information, diagnosis and treatment were frequently debated. The disparity of views on experiments conducted for the purposes of developing new diagnostic tools and vaccines loomed large in the subsequent controversy over two additional cases of ‘human vivisection’ involving orphans and hospitalized children: the testing of tuberculin for the diagnosis of tuberculosis and trials of lutein for the diagnosis of syphilis.

In 1908 three Philadelphia physicians, Samuel McClintock Hamill, Howard C. Carpenter and Thomas A. Cope reported the results of comparisons of several diagnostic tests for tuberculosis. These tests involved administration of tuberculin to different sites in the body: conjunctiva (Calmette); deep muscle (Moro); and skin (von Firquet). Under the heading ‘material used’, Hamill and his colleagues described their subjects as children under eight years of age, all but 26 of whom were inmates of St Vincent’s Home, ‘an institution with a population of about 400, composed of foundlings, orphans, and destitute children’. Hamill and his associates tested the orphans, deliberately deferring physical examinations of the children until diagnostic tests had been performed. This fuelled criticism that the children had been used merely as subjects regardless of their medical conditions.

The physicians explained that before beginning the conjunctival test, they were unacquainted with any adverse effects associated with the procedure. The ease of implementing the test (application of a few drops of tuberculin to the surface of the eye) and the relatively quicker results obtained thereby made it attractive to clinicians in search of an effective diagnostic tool. However, in the course of testing, several disadvantages quickly became manifest. The reaction produced a ‘decidedly uncomfortable lesion’ and in several cases, serious inflammations of the eye resulted. In addition, the possibility that permanent impairment of vision might result for several children worried the physicians. These disadvantages, together with adverse reports from more than fifteen other physicians, led Hamill’s group to conclude:

we are strongly of the opinion that any diagnostic procedure which will so frequently result in serious lesions of the eye, irrespective of the way in which it produces them, has no justification in medicine, especially since there are other diagnostic tests of equal if not superior value, which are applicable to the same class of cases and not attended with the same serious results.

Routine tuberculin testing of the child population of St Vincent’s Home revealed a large number of cases of previously unsuspected tuberculosis, an unsurprising outcome given the crowded conditions at the home and the poor nutritional status of many of the children. For these physicians, the ‘experiments’ thus provided an identifiable therapeutic benefit.

The dual purpose of the tuberculin testing at St Vincent’s Home – both to diagnose disease in the children and to compare methods of installing tuberculin – led American anti-vivisectionists to label the trials as examples of non-therapeutic experimentation. In response to the tuberculin tests, the Vivisection Investigation League, the New York Anti-Vivisection Society, and the Philadelphia-based American Anti-Vivisection Society issued pamphlets compiled from the extracts of reports of the tuberculin tests from the medical literature. Consistent with anti-vivisectionist reliance on visual representations, two of the circulars included coloured pictures reproduced from Hamill’s report of children’s eyes inflamed by tuberculin. In addition, Diana Belais wrote an article for Cosmopolitan that described the tuberculin tests and presented photographs of Kitty Logan, ‘Little Catherine’ and Agnes
Morgan, three young inmates from St Vincent's Home (see illustrations 4.1 and 4.2). Belais challenged the therapeutic status of tuberculin testing of the children of St Vincent's. Not only had Hamill, Carpenter and Cope failed to state or even imply benefit to the children, Belais argued, their own report 'even to a layman' suggested that the tests were in 'the nature of experiments in diagnostic values'. Belais also denounced the 'cold professional terms' used by physicians to describe the reactions of the children and labelled the tests of the conjunctival application unnecessary, in the light of Hamill's own citation of multiple reports of discomfort and injury from other physicians. Anti-vivisectionists consistently criticized experimental medicine on these grounds, claiming that most researchers only repeated the work of other investigators and, even then, failed to produce a useful consensus about the value of a particular procedure or experiment.

Belais's objections to Hamill's tests persisted in accusations of human vivisection against an eminent New York paediatrician, L. Emmett Holt. In January 1909 Holt, a professor of diseases of children at Columbia University's College of Physicians and Surgeons, reported results of another series of comparisons of tuberculin tests involving infants at New York Babies' Hospital. The repetition of earlier experiments disturbed anti-vivisectionists, but perhaps more distressing was the perceived clinical detachment with which Holt described the results of tuberculin tests on 'dying children':

With a callousness somewhat astonishing even to one versed in the writing of vivisectors, this particular representative of the species seems to feel no hesitancy whatever in referring to this strange use of sick and dying babies.

For critics of human vivisection, issues of insensitivity to the human subjects of research and the redundancy of such experiments recurred in other reports of comparisons of tuberculin administration. References to patients as 'material' and expressions of gratitude to staff physicians who allowed investigators 'use of material' led the American Anti-Vivisection Society to charge: 'quotations clearly indicate that after these tests were found to be distinctly dangerous the experiments still continued and "material" was freely furnished by authorities of various public institutions'.


Clinical trials of diagnostic tests for tuberculosis were not the only focus for critics of human vivisection. At the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, a consistent target of anti-vivisectionist activity, Hideyo Noguchi's development of a diagnostic test for syphilis, similar to tuberculin, using orphans and hospital patients as subjects and controls provoked considerable outcry in the years 1912–14.44

Noguchi's use of children and hospital patients to test for the presence of a disease only recently mentioned in polite company angered New York anti-vivisectionists. However, they directed comparatively little criticism at the researchers, preferring to focus on the physicians and medical superintendents whose 'courtesy' allowed Noguchi access to their patient populations. Thus, both the Vivisection Investigation League and the American Anti-Vivisection Society, avid to identify the 'medical conspirators', published in full the names and hospital affiliations of the physicians who provided Noguchi with subjects.

Disturbed by Noguchi's report that he used 46 normal children between the ages of two and eighteen as controls, the president of the New York Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children instituted a formal complaint against Noguchi on charges of battery. Although the district attorney's office declined to prosecute Noguchi on such charges, accusations of human vivisection continued. As in the case of Wentworth and the tuberculin testers, defenders of medical research found such charges difficult to understand. Two factors influenced the medical interpretation of Noguchi's trials. First, the administration of the inactivated solution of luetin did not injure the children. Although application of the luetin did cause minor irritation, it was certainly less than that occasioned by the Calmette eye test.55 Perhaps more important, Noguchi's defenders argued that the test application was therapeutic in intent in spite of Noguchi's use of the word 'control'. According to Noguchi's supporters, the test allowed the seemingly normal children to receive treatment for the disease, treatment which would not have been given if not for the diagnostic value of the luetin test.

The tumult over human vivisections involving tuberculin and luetin led Walter Bradford Cannon, the chair of the American Medical Association's Council on the Defense of Research, to enlist the aid of a young Philadelphia physiologist to answer the accusations of human vivisection. Richard Mills Pearce's analysis of human vivisection was the only pamphlet in the defence of research series that expressly addressed the ethics of human experimentation.56

Responding to charges against Hamill, Pearce explained that Hamill had conferred with other physicians before embarking on the trials, thus countering the claim that the trials were undertaken without careful consideration. He challenged the assumption that the use of orphans, foundlings, and destitute children implied that the consent of guardians had not been sought. Pearce explained that Hamill had approached the directors of St Vincent's and secured co-operation for the purposes of both determining the incidence of tuberculosis in the asylum and the simultaneous comparative study of the different methods of applying tuberculin. Hamill insisted that the sisters had readily assented to the plan, even though public criticism interfered with continued testing of the children.57 On the issue of Hamill's conclusions about the undesirability of the ophthalmic test, Pearce pointed to the fact that the eye test continued to enjoy some support among physicians, despite the discomforts and dangers associated with it.58

Pearce did acknowledge as 'difficult to excuse' one set of experiments by an American physician cited by critics of human vivisection. He explained that the clinical experiments of Dr J. W. Stickler, a New Jersey physician, who in 1887 inoculated several children with 'virus' of foot-and-mouth disease in the belief that this would confer immunity to scarlet fever, were not unlike the experiments undertaken by Edward Jenner in seeking a preventive inoculation against smallpox.59 He conceded that increased knowledge of the infectious diseases in the 1880s could not justify Stickler's methods, but expressed confidence that one isolated observation made twenty years earlier could not be held up as an indictment of current American medical research practices.60

Although Hamill chose not to respond to critics of tuberculin testing, L. Emmett Holt wished to address his accusers directly. Angered by newspaper reports that he injected dying babies with tuberculin, Holt consulted Simon Flexner, the scientific director of the Rockefeller Institute and an active ally of Cannon in the defence of research, about an appropriate response to the accusations. Citing the fact that the New York anti-vivisectionists had been largely discredited by revelations of inaccuracy and misrepresentation in charges of human vivisections at two New York hospitals, Flexner advised Holt not to respond.61 Renewing the controversy over the tuberculin tests, he argued, could only serve to reopen the
problematic questions of consent for non-therapeutic procedures that arose in the context of Noguchi's tests of luzit.

Perhaps more to the point, Flexner reminded Holt that his explanations of the tuberculin tests did not answer one of the primary criticisms of the tuberculin tests:

one of their chief arguments [is] that in the beginning the test was applied to children who were not supposed to be suffering from tuberculosis. They of course overlook the fact that the application of the test discovers at times tuberculosis which is unsuspected but since your article does not discuss the question of controls they would not feel you had met the issue.62

Flexner's advice reflected a consistent preference on the part of defenders of medical research to avoid whenever possible discussing the ethical ambiguities of clinical research involving humans, especially in situations in which continued public support for animal experimentation without restrictions was at stake.63

Despite this advice, Holt chose to respond after newspapers continued to print stories on the tests at Babies' Hospital. Contrary to his research report, Holt denied both that he had tested children irrespective of their ailments and that he had tested dying children. He did not address the issue of controls.64 If he had done so, he would have had to acknowledge that in order for a diagnostic test to be useful, it must give a negative response in tests of patients known to be free of the disease. In such cases, the test might pose little risk but neither could a therapeutic benefit be expected or defended.

Much of the discussions about the use of children in the development of diagnostic tests, new procedures, or even confirmation of the etiological status of a newly identified microbe, reflect the polemics of the controversy over animal experimentation in this period. Committed to preventing legal restrictions on animal vivisection, defenders of medical research not surprisingly directed their energies to undermining their opponents, branding anti-vivisectionist criticism as misguided and vivisection reform as unnecessary. Defenders of medical research hoped to preempt further condemnation of the use of human subjects through closer attention to research reports, the major source of anti-vivisectionist propaganda. Cannon, for example, circulated a letter among editors of medical journals asking that particular attention be directed to reporting details of anaesthetic use and post-operative care in the case of animal vivisection and the details of individual consent or the permission of guardians in reports involving human beings.65

Cannon continued to monitor situations in which references to experimentation involving human beings, and children in particular, could be misunderstood. In alerting the manager of the Rockefeller Institute to an advertisement of a glycerinated vaccine virus 'physiologically tested on children before being placed on the market', Cannon maintained that the public would not countenance anything that could be interpreted as experimenting on children which was not for the good of the children themselves.66 Most of the defence of research materials promoted the idea that medical science was the only way in which progress could continue, and that any restrictions on animal or human experimentation would not be in the best interests of humanity.

Anti-vivisectionists, for their part, believed that focus on human vivisection would further their efforts to gain popular support for legislative restrictions on the use of animals in research. Thus, legislation to restrict experimentation on human subjects was introduced with the view of publicizing the link between animal and human vivisection and the necessity for restrictions on the laboratory use of animals.67 This commitment to animal protection may explain in part the anti-vivisectionists' disinclination to produce examples of human vivisection other than the small number which were continually cited in their literature, a repetition for which they were often criticized.68 Reiteration of such human vivisections as those of Wentworth and Holt reflected their belief that human vivisection was not commonly practised by American physicians. It may also be a consequence of their method for identifying cases of human vivisection, namely reliance on newspaper reports of new medical discoveries. Perhaps believing that Wentworth's procedures or Noguchi's tests served as compelling representative illustrations, anti-vivisectionists did not pursue systematic exploration of the extent of paediatric experimentation. Had they done so, they would have discovered that the practice was much more common than they believed. Their critics suggested an alternative explanation, namely that anti-vivisectionists were more committed to the protection of animal welfare than to that of children.

To what extent were American children used as subjects in the development of new drugs, procedures, tests, and vaccines in this period? The literature of the human vivisection controversy provides citations to child participation in the development of a
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vaccine for tuberculosis (the von Ruck vaccine tested on children in a North Carolina orphanage), the use of newborn infants to discern the mechanisms of gastric hunger, the use of additional children from St Vincent's to study infection with a contagious skin disease (mollicusm contagiosum), and the use of children to establish the cause of whooping cough.69

In addition to these reports, a survey of one pediatric journal for the years 1911-16, at the high point of controversy over the vivisection of children in hospitals, reveals sixty-eight reports describing the use of child subjects. Given an unknown rate of experiments performed but not reported, this suggests that pediatric experimentation was not a rare occurrence.70 These reports allow limited information about the circumstances under which experiments were undertaken. Few physicians explicitly noted parental involvement. In 1912, for example, two prominent American investigators related how they obtained infants for calorimetric studies through the directory of wet nurses at the Boston Babies' Hospital, studies for which mothers were present the entire time.71 Failure to mention parental permission does not necessarily mean parents were not consulted, but it may reflect the fact that many of the children used in hospitals and asylums were orphans, either literally or socially. The use of the word 'material' to describe pediatric patients, so repellent to critics of human vivisection, was not uncommon.72 Whether this usage reflects the conventions of medical communication or the social distance between indigent patients and elite physicians is difficult to assess.73

Considerable attention was devoted to technical difficulties in pursuing research with pediatric patients. The collection of blood and the products of metabolism in infants and young children was impeded by their smaller size and 'unruly' behavior. Efforts to achieve compliance with research protocols in some instances may have placed children at greater risk than the experimental procedure itself. For example, when a child's activity interfered with attempts to obtain results of normal electrical response to galvanic current, investigators reported that 'constant resistance necessitated mild chloroform narcosis in a few cases'.74 Other physicians reported that in 'unruly infants' X-ray studies of normal anatomy and physiology of the infant stomach necessitated the use of anesthesia.75 Metabolic studies involved restraining infants and young children on a metabolic frame for a considerable period of time. In one study of a baby with a 'rather happy disposition'
investigators placed the infant on a metabolic frame for a second period of 'prolonged confinement' of seven days. After the baby lost weight, the investigators removed the child from the frame despite his lack of obvious discomfort, noting they 'carried the observation as far as was advisable with a human subject'.

Given the difficulties associated with experiments involving uncooperative and uncomprehending subjects, why would physicians undertake researches on children? To some extent the research problem dictated the choice of research subject. In the case of tuberculosis, the ubiquity of adult infection in early twentieth-century America led several investigators to attempt to develop a prophylactic vaccine for artificial immunity against the disease. These researches necessarily involved subjects as yet uninfected, generally children. The introduction of live or attenuated vaccine into children free of the disease in the name of an anticipated, if uncertain, future immunity worried some physicians. In 1912 the respected Colorado physician Gerald Webb acknowledged his uneasiness about 'inoculating the uninformed' with a live tubercle bacillus vaccine. Only extraordinary circumstances and parental permission convinced Webb to try the experiment on the two young children (aged 9 months and 3 years) of 'a distinguished scientist dying of tuberculosis'.

Researchers at times looked to child subjects for explanations of phenomena observed under different conditions in adults. For example, when the safety of chemical food additives came under investigation in 1908, the Referee Board of Consulting Scientific Experts conducted extensive clinical experiments using adult volunteers. Questions about the action of the preservative sodium benzoate in young children led to clinical experiments involving infants fed artificial milk containing the additive. Other investigators looked to studies of infants and children for comparisons with adult physiology. The physiologist A. J. Carlson and his group at the University of Chicago undertook extensive studies of human digestion in the first two decades of the twentieth century. In addition to auto-experiments, investigators used a 'professional adult subject' and normal infants in physiological studies of hunger in health and disease.

Paediatricians, especially those entrusted with the care of institutionalized children, had additional reasons for experimentation. Confronted with high rates of morbidity and mortality, physicians sought to develop both preventive and therapeutic means to improve the health of their charges. In some cases, an interest in experimentation could not be separated from the desire for professional advancement. Medical discoveries enhanced careers. Some paediatricians no doubt hoped to have their names immortalized in an eponymous diagnostic test or vaccine. These desires, and the accessibility of children for systematic experimentation, may have contributed to greater risks for institutionalized children.

The instrumental use of orphanage children is well illustrated in the work of Alfred F. Hess, a prominent New York paediatrician, who conducted extensive research involving children housed in the Hebrew Infant Asylum in New York City. In several papers, Hess acknowledged the advantages of studying certain problems within the confines of a custodial institution. In reporting trials of a prophylactic vaccine for pertussis, Hess observed:

'It is probably also of advantage, from the standpoint of comparison, that these institutional children belong to the same stratum of society, that they have for the most part been reared for a considerable period within the same walls, having the same daily routine, including similar food and an equal amount of outdoor life. These are some of the conditions which are insisted on in considering the course of experimental infection among laboratory animals, but which can rarely be controlled in a study of infection in man.'

The availability of children at the asylum led Hess to pursue extensive studies of the anatomy and physiology of digestion in infants. In 1911 he reported the development of a duodenal tube for infants which could be used to sample gastric secretions. Although conceding the difficulty of predicting the value of any new agent, he subsequently used the instrument in a number of studies of both normal and diseased infants and children.

Hess's reports of the use of balloon catheters, X-rays, duodenal tubes, and other apparatus to study the process of normal digestion in children do not contain evaluations of risks to participants. Despite the fact that dangers associated with X-ray exposure were known to practitioners, there continued to be ambiguity about what levels of exposure constituted harmful levels of radiation. In fact, children were used as subjects in a number of experiments involving X-rays in which risk from participation was deemed unremarkable. In one instance,
however, risk to orphans at the Hebrew Infant Asylum in Hess's
researches on nutrition did generate one of the few critiques of
paediatric experimentation in this period that was not associated
with anti-vivisectionists.

In 1921 Konrad Bercovici, a social worker and journalist, criti-
cized Hess and his associate Mildred Fish for using 'orphans as
guinea pigs' in studies of dietary factors in rickets and scurvy.87
Bercovici described Hess's studies on scurvy, which involved with-
holding orange juice from institutionalized infants until they de-
veloped the characteristic haemorrhages associated with the disease.88
He also quoted the employment of similar methods by Hess and his
associates to discover a diet that would induce rickets.89 Although
Bercovici acknowledged the importance of studying the effects of
different diets on children, he explicitly rejected the methods in
producing the disease in non-volunteers, especially when some of
the children did not fully recover from the effects of the
disease:

no devotion to science, no thought of the greater good to the
greater number, can for an instant justify the experimenting on
helpless infants, children pathetically abandoned by fate and
intrusted to the community for their safeguarding. Voluntary
consent by adults should, of course, be the sine qua non of
scientific experimentation.90

Bercovici's assessment of Hess’s experiments seemingly generated
no further discussion, either among physicians or among members
of the public.

Bercovici's efforts to separate himself from other critics of the
medical profession, 'the anti-vivisection freaks and the various
cranks and fanatics', suggests by 1921 the marginalization of
anti-vivisectionist critics of human vivisection. However, his an-
alysis of the medical use of orphans at the Hebrew Infant Asylum
reflected similar concerns about child welfare, namely the absence
of therapeutic benefit and the potential for permanent injury for
the child participants. American physicians shared in theory these
commitments to therapeutic potential and minimization of risk.
However, definitions of therapeutic potential in this period proved
exceptionally elastic and risk assessment especially problematic.
In the name of child welfare, physicians performed considerable
experimentation, not always in the best interests of their child
subjects.

ORPHANS AS GUINEA PIGS
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